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Practice the Art of Watercolor with this Beginner’s Guide to Picturesque Mountains, Lakes,
Sunrises and MoreFrom a striking Desert Sunset Silhouette to a majestic Icelandic Waterfall to
an eye-catching Magical Snowy Forest, watercolor artist Kolbie Blume’s wilderness scenes are
the perfect introduction to watercolor painting.Kolbie’s step-by-step instructions make it easy to
paint stunning landscapes featuring all of the key elements of wilderness painting and teach you
beginner-friendly techniques for colorful skies, mountains, trees, wildflowers, oceans, lakes, and
more. Each chapter teaches progressively more advanced elements, allowing you to build upon
your skills as you work through the projects. And the final chapter combines all of the elements
in breathtaking scenes—like a Glassy Milky Way and an Aurora Glacier Lagoon—that you’ll be
proud to hang on your wall or gift to a friend or family member.With all the tips, tricks, and
techniques you need to master the basics of watercolor painting and instructions on how to paint
every element of nature, this collection of wilderness landscapes is the go-to guide for both
beginner painters and more experienced artists looking for new subjects to paint.

“Kolbie puts her whole heart into what she loves, and you can tell by just looking at the pages in
this book. These paintings are so detailed and gorgeous, my city-girl self just wants to dive into
them like Mary Poppins.”―Alli Koch, artist and bestselling author of How to Draw Modern
Florals“Painting landscapes looks super intimidating, but Kolbie introduces landscapes in such a
beautiful and fun way. This book is definitely one that should be added to your collection―it’s that
good!”―Shelly Kim, lettering artist and author of Digital Hand Lettering and Modern
Calligraphy“There's just something about nature captured through watercolor, and Kolbie has
done a wonderful job of creating harmony in her techniques to draw attention to the earth's
elements. The bonus part is that she's here to share her brilliance so everyone can paint along,
creating new life into pieces of their very own.”―Peggy Dean, bestselling author and creator of
The Pigeon Letters“Kolbie is such a wonderfully talented artist and teacher, and this book
doesn't disappoint. So much detail and beautiful work and explanation!”―Jenna Rainey, artist,
educator, and bestselling author of Everyday Watercolor and Everyday Watercolor
Flowers“Talented teacher, author, and artist Kolbie leads you on an artistic adventure filled with
cotton candy skies and happy little trees, flowing wildflowers and misty mountain peaks. With
detailed step by step instructions and beautiful color palette ideas, you will watercolor a
wonderland of entertaining painting masterpieces.”―Sarah Simon of The Mint Gardener, artist
and bestselling author of Modern Watercolor Botanicals--This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From the Back CoverFrom striking desert sunsets to misty mountains to
fields of gorgeous wildflowers, Kolbie Blume?s projects help you learn basic watercolor skills
and techniques with the added bonus of resulting in beautiful paintings worthy of prominent



display in your home. Each chapter teaches progressively more advanced techniques and
subjects, allowing you to build upon your skills as you work through the projects. The final
paintings Kolbie teaches show you how to combine all the skills you?ve developed in a variety of
unique, exciting ways?the sky?s the limit! With all the tips, tricks and techniques you need to
dive into watercolor painting, this collection of brilliant watercolor projects is the perfect guide for
the beginner painter and any artist looking to improve their landscape skills. This book contains
30 projects. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorKolbie Blume
is the creator of the popular watercolor and calligraphy Instagram account This Writing Desk.
She also teaches watercolor workshops and classes on Skillshare. She lives in the Washington,
D.C., area with her family. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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please notify the publisher at: .introductionPaint-splattered T-shirts. Ink-stained hands. Pencils
and brushes barely holding up a nest of messy hair. These are some common calling cards for
the stereotypical “creative” kids—you know, the kids whose artistic genius seems to be bubbling
to the surface, ready to explode at any moment in a cloud of mystery and glitter glue.I was never
one of those kids.For most of my life, I thought I had my creative outlets covered—and art wasn’t
one of them. Drawing stick figures was about the extent of my artistic ability … and honestly, I
was fine with that. That is, until art made its way to Instagram, and all I wanted to do during my
lunch breaks at my government job (which I liked) was watch mesmerizing videos of people
hand-lettering and painting. I remember spending hours hunched over my iPhone, watching
anonymous hands move effortlessly across sketch pads, bringing words and scenery to life right
in front of my eyes. After watching each video, my only thought was, Man, I wish I could do
that.But at some point, wishing wasn’t enough for me anymore, and my thoughts surprisingly
turned into, Why can’t I do that? Four years, hundreds of hours, and thousands of pieces of
paper later—here I am, making a career out of a skill I never thought I wanted.This book is for
anyone who has ever studied a landscape watercolor painting and thought to themselves, I
wonder how they do that? It’s for the creative science major or crafty stay-at-home mom who
might live under the false impression that you have to go to art school or have years of
experience to create a “real” painting. For years, I thought “artist” was a title reserved for a select
few in the world, and I would never be one of them. Turns out, I was wrong. If you’re someone
who has ever told yourself that you “can’t” paint wilderness watercolor scenes, I think you’re
wrong too. And I’m here to help change your mind.Watercolor is my favorite medium because
when I was a beginner with no experience, its innate chaotic structure allowed me to explore
without requiring perfection. Loose watercolor is more about guiding the paint than controlling it,
allowing you to make paintings with real depth and emotion. With a confident attitude, a passion
for breathtaking views, and the right tools, I firmly believe anyone can learn a loose watercolor
style that works for them.Before you begin, I want you to remember that the world is, by nature,
imperfect. The last thing you want is to paint a “perfect” landscape scene—because those don’t
actually exist. Now, I can’t promise that you’ll turn into this generation’s Monet after working
through this book. I can’t even promise that I’m the best teacher for the incredibly daunting
journey that is painting the wilderness. What I can promise is that with a little confidence and a



lot of practice, you can create something beautiful. Something to be proud of. And I want to
help.When I was in college, I researched creativity for a final paper, and I learned something
interesting. According to a study I came across, most adults only have a fourth-grade-level
drawing ability because that’s the year when many kids tell themselves they’re not good at art.
Thinking back on my life, that’s almost exactly when I stopped enjoying art projects for precisely
that reason. By the time I hit ten years old, it became clear to me that art was a subject I would
never perfect, so I stopped trying. The funny thing is that as soon as I took away that negative
self-talk at age twenty-three, art wasn’t so scary anymore. Turns out, I was actually good at it. Put
simply, I went from zero to artist because I chose to believe in myself.My point is that if you have
a hard time believing in yourself, I’ve been there. Let me help you by saying, I believe in you. And
I can’t wait to see what you create.—KBP.S. I’d love to see your progress and cheer you on as
you work through this book and beyond! If you’re on Instagram and want to share your projects
or other creations based on the techniques you’ve learned, please tag me (@thiswritingdesk)
and use the hashtag #WildernessWatercolorClub.A NOTE ON WORKING THROUGH THIS
BOOKMy hope for this book is that it will act as a guide for the beginner watercolor artist as well
as a reference book for more seasoned artists looking for new ideas or fun designs. For this
reason, we’ll begin by going over the basics of watercolor and wilderness scenes before jumping
into projects that range from very simple to fairly complex. Each project will build on the skills
you’ve honed earlier in the book, and the final projects will challenge your newly acquired
watercolor skills to paint scenes rich in subject and depth—a challenge I’m confident you’ll be
well equipped to meet.I recommend starting at the beginning of this book—especially if you’re
just learning about watercolor—where we’ll get our feet wet with foundational tips and tricks for
wilderness landscape painting and watercolor in general. Getting Started includes everything
you’ll need before you begin painting wilderness scenes, including a list of my favorite materials,
in-depth analyses of vital topics, and introductions to essential wilderness elements.Because I’m
a firm believer in learning by doing, you’ll continue by painting 30 carefully curated wilderness
landscape scenes. Chapters two through six focus on one of five key wilderness elements
(skies, mountains, trees, flowers, and water), each with five unique projects designed to work
together to expand your skills and technique, advancing in difficulty as you improve your
knowledge and experience. The final chapter, Painting the Wilderness, celebrates your hard
work with five final designs of stunning scenes that will challenge you to push what you’ve
learned even further.To support your practice, each project is broken into achievable steps to
help cement the scene-building process.If you find yourself frustrated or defeated as you’re
working through this book, know that putting brush to paper at all is an act of courage. Making
art is like blending your heart and ego together onto a piece of paper, and it can be scary. But we
need art because it brings joy—and the best kind of joy comes from the act of making art, not
necessarily the end result.Also, the annoying-but-true fact of life is that you can’t get better until
you fail enough to realize how to move forward. For me, the goal isn’t to create a stunning
painting—it’s cultivating the ability to find joy in the process, regardless of the outcome, and



staying curious enough to get better and better every day. I’m hoping that’s a helpful perspective
for you to share.getting startedTOOLS OF THE TRADEBecause I discovered my love for
watercolor well into adulthood, I had no idea where to start when it came to art supplies. I’ve
spent hundreds of hours researching and testing many different brands of paint, brushes, paper,
and other necessary tools of the trade in order to find the materials that work best for me.
Hopefully your schedule and your wallet can benefit from the fruits of my labor.In this section,
we’ll embark on a deep dive of my favorite watercolor materials and what to look for in high-
quality supplies. And don’t worry—while I will always stand by the quality of professional-grade
materials over the cheap stuff, I’ll also include more budget-friendly recommendations that are
great for beginners.PAINTMade up of finely ground pigment and some kind of binder solution
(which allows the pigment to stick to whatever surface you’re painting on), watercolor comes in
many different forms, from traditional containers like tubes and pans to less conventional ones
like sticks, pencils, and even sheets! In my experience, the highest-quality pigment-based paint
typically comes either in a tube as a thick, paste-like paint or in a pan, where it’s more of a dried-
out cake that reactivates with water. Both can be effective options when painting landscapes.My
favorite student-grade watercolor sets are:•Art Philosophy’s Watercolor Confections•Kuretake
Gansai Tambi Watercolor SetsBoth of these sets are a little more expensive than the five-dollar
palettes you can pick up at a craft store, but they are significantly higher in quality while still
being priced affordably. If you’re a beginner looking to purchase your first set of watercolor
paints, you can’t go wrong with either of these.If you’d rather spring for higher-quality paint, I
prefer to buy my artist-grade watercolor paint in tubes, squeeze a glob of the paint onto a
palette, then let the paint dry for a couple days before using it. This way, I don’t waste as much of
the paint, which can get pricey. Some artists claim this decreases the quality of the paint, but so
far, I haven’t found any problems with this method.Here are my favorite artist-grade watercolor
paints:•Daniel Smith Extra Fine Watercolors•Winsor & Newton Professional Series•Sennelier
l’Aquarelle Honey-Based Watercolour•Schmincke Horadam Aquarell Watercolour•M. Graham &
Co. Artist’s WatercolorI also recommend opaque white gouache for wilderness watercolor
painting. I most often use Dr. Ph. Martin’s Bleedproof White.Once you’ve decided which brand of
paint to buy, you may want all the colors—but I promise that you can achieve beautiful results
with just a few different hues and some smart mixing. Since Daniel Smith is the brand I use most
often, here are two palette recommendations using Daniel Smith paints that are well-suited for
wilderness watercolor landscapes:Base Palette: Permanent Red, Lemon Yellow, Yellow Ochre,
Prussian Blue, Indigo, Lamp BlackExtended Palette: Opera Pink, Permanent Red, Pyrrol Scarlet,
Yellow Ochre, Lemon Yellow, Hooker’s Green, Perylene Green, Prussian Green, Phthalo
Turquoise, Prussian Blue, Indigo, Payne’s Gray, Perylene Violet, Burnt Umber, Lamp
BlackBRUSHESPaint brushes come in many shapes and sizes, but when it comes to
watercolor, I like to keep it simple. I use round-shaped brushes in sizes 0, 6, 10, and 16.Above is
a quick anatomy breakdown of a paint brush, for your reference.Shape and size aren’t the only
traits to consider when selecting a paint brush. Flexibility and what I like to call the “snap-back”



effect are crucial characteristics, as well as water absorption and the materials that make up the
bristles. A quality watercolor paint brush will have enough flexibility to easily spread on your
painting surface and return to its original shape quickly once the artist’s paint stroke is complete.
The best round-shaped brushes will come to a point so small at the end of the brush that you
can easily paint clean hairline strokes, even with the larger sizes.Here’s my list of recommended
paint brushes:•Princeton Heritage•Princeton Velvetouch•Princeton Neptune•Utrecht Synthetic
SabletteIt’s important to take care of your brushes so they’ll last a long while. First, never leave a
paint brush sitting bristles-down in a cup of water. It may seem like a convenient spot to leave
your paint brush, but over time, this position will ruin the shape of the brush. If you’re looking for a
place to set aside your brush while painting, I’d recommend purchasing a brush rest.Second,
always completely clean your brush of pigment after a painting session. I typically do this by
holding my brush under a gentle stream of water (most often in my kitchen sink) and moving
from the base of the bristles outward, using my fingers to lightly massage the bristles and let
loose any remaining pigment. If you leave pigment caked on the brush, it will eventually loosen
and compromise the integrity of the bristles.Finally, after you’ve cleaned your brush, make sure
to let it dry flat. If you immediately store it with the handle down while it’s still wet from being
cleaned, the water will seep into the brush and, similar to if you’d left pigment caked on the
brush, loosen the bristles from the ferrule. Many artists store their brushes in a flat place to avoid
this entirely, but if you’d prefer to store them upright, letting them dry flat for several hours before
storing would suffice.PAPEROne question I receive daily is how to use watercolor without the
paper warping or curling. My answer is: It’s always going to warp at least a little bit! But if you use
the right kind of paper and techniques, the damage can be minimal (and any warpage usually
goes away once the painting is framed anyway).First, always use watercolor paper—any other
kind of paper will immediately warp or cause your paint to do funky things. But as you may have
guessed, not all watercolor papers are created equally.For painting landscapes, professional-
grade watercolor paper is leaps and bounds preferable to student-grade. That’s because
professional-grade watercolor paper is made from 100 percent cotton, which allows the paper to
absorb water more effectively and leaves the pigment from the paint more vibrant. Student-
grade paper is made from wood pulp, which makes it inexpensive, but it doesn’t stand up to
multiple washes of water nearly as well. Typically, I use student-grade paper for experimenting
and practice and professional-grade paper for final pieces.Along those lines, watercolor paper
comes in three different variations of “tooth,” or texture: rough, cold press, and hot press. Cold
press paper is the only kind of paper I use for watercolor landscapes.Watercolor paper (like all
paper) also comes in different weights, and for wilderness painting, anything less than 140 lb
(300 gsm) will not hold up very well. (Side note: The weight in pounds indicates how much a
ream, or 500 sheets, of that paper weighs altogether.) Typically, I buy my paper in watercolor
blocks (stacks of paper glued together) and paint right on the block to minimize warping. But if
you’re painting on loose sheets, you can also use masking tape on all four sides of your paper to
keep it taut while painting. This method is great for watercolor landscapes because the tape not



only acts as a stretcher, it also acts as a paint guard around your painting. When you take off the
tape, you have a crisp white border around your painting.Here’s my list of recommended
watercolor paper. Remember: always cold press, and always at least 140 lb.Student
grade:•Canson XL Watercolor•Fabriano Watercolor Paper•Strathmore 400 Series
WatercolorProfessional grade:•Arches Watercolour Block•Blick Premier Watercolor
Block•Fabriano Watercolour Block•Legion Stonehenge Aqua Watercolor Block, Cold
PressOTHER USEFUL THINGSSome other useful things I like to have on hand are:•A pencil
and eraser, for sketching•A kneaded eraser, which is useful for leaving behind light sketches to
paint over•Q-tips, for mopping up excess water or picking up excess pigment•Two cups full of
water, one for rinsing your brush and one that’s always clean to avoid muddy paint blends•Rag
or paper towel, to wash off your brush periodically•Ceramic or plastic palette, for mixing
colors•Embossing heat tool, to dry layers quickly if there’s not time to let them dry
naturally•White gel or paint pen•Masking fluid, for keeping parts of your paper white when
necessary•Salt, to add texture to washesEXPLORING WATERCOLORHave you ever looked at
a painting and wondered how in the world a person was able to create something so intricate
and beautiful with just a brush and some paint? I’ve been there, and I know it can be
intimidating! That’s why I want to share the secret that made me an artist:Paintings aren’t
created all at once.I know, I know—seems obvious, right? Well, it wasn’t to me, and when it
finally clicked that every painting can be broken down into several layers and a few basic
techniques—almost like pieces to a puzzle—my entire perspective shifted.The next few sections
are all about fundamental watercolor techniques and how they apply to painting landscapes,
which will give you the tools you need to master the projects in this book.GRIPWatercolor is a
remarkably versatile medium, and with that flexibility comes hypersensitivity to change. Even
slight variations to how you hold your brush can make a drastic difference, so it’s important to
practice wrist movements, hand placements, and amounts of pressure until you figure out what
works best for you.Generally, I achieve the best results with three main hand positions.The first
is a loose grip, with my hand gently holding the brush at an angle toward the middle of the
handle. This position allows me the flexibility to move the brush in wide swoops when I want to
cover much of the paper or encourage the watercolor to blend and move naturally rather than
forcing it into place. An important note here is while I’m holding the brush at an angle to more
fully utilize the width capacity of the bristles, I’m still using a gentle pressure—just enough to
spread the bristles to the paper. Too much pressure will actually prevent the paint from moving
naturally, and it will likely ruin the brush over time.The first positionThe second position is usually
for detail work. When I need to make specific marks that require more control, I grip the brush a
bit more firmly further down the handle, closer to the bristles. This grip allows me to move from
an angled position to a perpendicular one smoothly, which is often necessary to capture fine
details. It’s important to note that I only hold the brush in a near-perpendicular position when I
need to achieve hairline strokes (see also: very thin), and in that position, I’m barely touching my
brush to the paper. If you use too much pressure in this position, the pressure will jostle and



irreparably bend the bristles, ruining the brush.The second positionThe third position is for large,
whole-paper-sized washes of water. Instead of holding the paint brush like a pencil (both of the
previous positions are at least close to the pencil-holding grip), hold the paint brush with the
handle in the palm of your hand, bristles pointed outward, and grip the handle with your pointer
finger on top and your thumb to the side of the brush. (This is how I’d imagine holding a wand, if
magic wands were real.) Paint with the paper directly in front of your hand, at an angle almost flat
against the paper for best results.The third positionBASIC WATERCOLOR TECHNIQUESEvery
watercolor artist, no matter their skill level, uses two basic techniques to create their pieces: the
wet-on-dry technique and the wet-on-wet technique.Wet-on-DryThe wet-on-dry technique is
likely familiar for anyone who has painted anything before; it means painting with watercolor
(which needs to be wet to work) on a dry surface. Artists use the wet-on-dry technique to create
crisp lines and detailed work. Depending on how much water you have on your brush or in your
paint, wet-on-dry strokes can result in solid or streaky washes with varying amounts of texture—
but the paint will always stay within your brush stroke.Wet-on-WetThe wet-on-wet technique
means painting with watercolor on a wet surface, most often watercolor paper. Because
watercolor is activated with water, the wet-on-wet technique allows the paint to move outside the
boundaries of a single stroke—in fact, depending on how wet the surface and your brush are,
the paint may even bloom to fill the entire wet area, resulting in a watery texture.Artists utilize the
wet-on-wet technique to create seamless blends and soft details; leaning into its fundamental
chaos can create magical results in your paintings. If you want to master watercolor, you must
master the wet-on-wet technique—and the best way to do that is to let go of being the master
and act as more of a guide by keeping in mind the following four principles.First, the more water
you use, the less you’ll be able to control the paint. If your surface is very wet—and if your paint
is very pigmented—the paint will seemingly explode onto the surface and move every direction it
possibly can. On the other hand, if your paper is only slightly damp, the paint will likely stay
within the bounds of your brush stroke but leave blurry edges.Your job as the artist is to explore
everywhere in between. There’s a time and place for every level of the wet-on-wet technique,
and the more you practice, the more effective you’ll be at guiding the chaos to create stunning
vistas.Just remember that too much water can result in puddles, and puddles are no good for
watercolor painting. Pools of water can cause your paper to warp quickly, but they also prevent
your paint from working its magic. If you have so much water on your paper that you can see a
puddle, it means the paint won’t bloom onto the paper—most likely, it will float and swirl on top of
the water instead. Always pay attention to how much water you transfer to the paper and how
much water is in your paint and on your paint brush; also make sure to have Q-tips and a paper
towel handy in case you need to mop up any excess water or remove water from your
brush.Second, watercolor paint will always try to go where there’s water. Because we know that
underlying principle, we can direct the paint where we want it to go by using dry spaces and wet
spaces strategically in our painting. For example, if I’m painting a mountain layer, and I want it to
be darker along the edge of the peak and lighter toward the bottom, I would make sure only the



mountain shape is wet, then paint along the top edge of the mountain using the wet-on-wet
technique, allowing the paint to bloom down the front of the mountain and create a seamless
blend from dark to light. This is a technique we’ll practice a lot in this book, so you’ll have more
chances to see it in action.The blended rainbow (Image 1) is another example of this principle. I
painted the rainbow arches while each stroke was still wet, so the layers all blended together—
because the paint wanted to keep moving to where it was wet.Third, the more water you use in
your paint, the more diluted your pigment becomes. This has to do with a pigment’s value and
color theory, which we’ll go over more in the color theory section of this chapter. But for now, it’s
important to remember that if you want a pigment to be brighter or darker, you need more
pigment than water on your brush (see Image 2).Fourth, you can utilize paint on your paper in
addition to clean water for the wet-on-wet technique. Painting on top of wet paint can be a great
way to blend colors together right onto your paper or place softer subjects, like clouds, onto your
scene (see Image 3).Similarly, you can use clean water in place of paint on your brush to
encourage blending or to physically move wet paint on your paper. This principle becomes
particularly important when working with white space in watercolor.Mark-MakingIn art, mark-
making is just as it sounds—making marks with whatever medium you’re using. The point is
you’re not painting any subject in particular—you’re simply experimenting with different shapes,
strokes, textures, and patterns. As a recovering perfectionist myself, the practice of mark-making
helps me lean into my own imperfection because I’m not working toward a result; instead, my
goal is to experiment, learn, and feel. That means even if my paper ends up looking a mess, I’ll
still have achieved my goal as long as I was mindful of the way my brush and the paint
moved.Mark-making is a particularly important warm-up for loose watercolor projects like those
in this book because many of the more complex subjects aren’t broken down to exact details but
rather general shapes and strokes. In my experience, the hardest part of effectively capturing
details in wilderness paintings is letting go of the desire for exactness and embracing the beauty
in random, unplanned marks. Here are a few examples of varying marks I’ve found
helpful.Identifying LayersWhen it comes down to it, the most daunting part of learning to paint is
figuring out how to put everything on paper. The good news is that it doesn’t have to happen all
at once. Watercolor paintings come together in layers.There are two different kinds of layers:
foreground layers and background layers. Foreground layers contain the parts of your scene that
are closest to you and the most in-focus. The main subjects of any scene should be in the
foreground. By that same logic, background layers contain the parts of your scene that are
farther away, and they typically aren’t the focus of the scene but add important detail that can
pull it all together.Your job as the artist is to figure out how many layers your scene needs and
which subjects belong in which layer. Deciding what to paint and when can be tricky, but the
order is usually back to front. Begin with the background layers, and build the painting forward
from there.I understand that it’s not always as easy as it sounds, but by working your way
through this book, you’ll have a much firmer grasp on how to correctly analyze and execute any
landscape scene that comes your way.COLOR THEORYColor is an important topic to cover



when learning watercolor. There are whole books that cover color theory and how to use it to
your advantage when painting—in this book, we’re going to discuss the basics and how they
apply to wilderness watercolor painting. Some of this might seem obvious, but knowing the
basics is crucial to mastering the rest.COLOR WHEELThere are three primary colors that are
the foundation for every hue on the spectrum:When you mix primary colors together in equal
amounts, you create what are called the secondary colors:By adding a higher percentage of one
primary color over another, you can create even more varying hues. The most basic breakdown
creates the tertiary colors. The names of the tertiary colors indicate which primary color is
dominant in the blend.
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SullivanSister3, “Terrific book for the watercolor painter that could be you !. I ordered this on pre
order and waited anxiously for it to be in my little old hands. I received it on my 71st birthday and
it was the day before leaving for a 5 day camping trip ! Grabbed this gem & my art bag and off
Iwe went. The instructions are clear, the practice is fun and most of all, the sweet author knows
how to instruct. The book and my paints gave me many hours of fun and a feeling of
accomplishment (while hubby fished but only caught ONE the whole trip !) I ended up with 3
lovely little paintings and a renewed sense of confidence. Best watercolor book I have
purchased .. I can highly recommend this book !”

MariaB, “If you want to paint loose but pretty watercolors. I follow Kolbie on instagram.com/
thiswritingdesk. Her watercolors are loose and colorful. When she said she was writing a book, I
ordered immediately.So, totally disregarding the instructions, I jumped right in, to a full painting,
as I wanted to see how that was going to fit my needs. I have attached my first try. I found her
instructions to be very concise. What I really liked though, is that I live in an arid climate, and I
have a huge issue trying to keep my paper wet, while trying to do a wet-in-wet wash. Kolbie's
instruction is in bite size steps. What a difference it makes not getting frustrated over my paint
drying too soon.I went back, and then started from the beginning, and her techniques give
different options for painting a tree or a mountain - not just one size fits all. I plan on using these
as drills, when I don't have time to do a full painting, and to get more practice with the different
methods. Many of them can be little stand alone artworks too.This book will not tell you how to
paint photo-realistic paintings, but it is not intended to. I paint for myself, and this book is helping
me enjoy the process.”

Celina Reese, “This book feels like a one-on-one with the author! Incredible quality & so
thorough!. Okay, this book is amazing. First of all, the book itself is beautiful. Even the
introductory chapters that discuss technique and color theory are illustrated by Kolbie herself
(and not some computer generated color wheel — that part is in watercolor too!) Each section
also has a fun little quote, this was one of my favorite little touches added in.There’s some really
incredible info at the beginning and the rest of the book is filled to the brim with exercises. These
exercises include extremely detailed step-by-step instructions. What usually loses me with art
tutorial books is jumping too far between step A to step B and so forth. Not with this book!This is
the perfect book to pick up as a beginner and create some really incredible paintings in just a
few hours work. Especially since if you’re follow the recommendations, you really don’t need
many supplies at all to get started!If you’re don’t already, definitely follow the author on
Instagram, seeing her work her magic in video form is just as amazing. But being able to have a
tangible version of her instructions where I can read over a step several times before moving on
is WELL worth the price.Overall, incredible quality. Thorough, but not dull at all. Beautiful book.



Extremely user friendly, easy to understand. Awesome value. Would make a perfect gift for
anyone wanting to develop their creative side but might be a little intimidated to try.”

Ruth, “Breaks Down The Pieces of Landscape Painting. I've been painting with watercolors for
just over six months, using a couple of books, skillshare classes, and youtube tutorials. During
this time I've identified that I like a loose watercolor painting style. I love the outdoors, but most
landscapes seemed too hard. I've worked through about half of this book now, and am learning
so much! It is my favorite of the resources I've used so far! I really like that it is broken down into
different pieces of the landscape to focus on, so the first projects focus on the sky, then the
mountains and so on. In each section the projects get more complex, but they also review skills
from the previous sections and put them together in new combinations. For example, in the
mountains photo I attached, there is a previous project in the sky section where you learn to do a
similar color gradiant (which itself built on the monochrome gradient shown in the other photo).
In a project after the mountain one, you do similar shapes. So I feel like I am actually learning
skills in a somewhat systematic way instead of gleaning things from various youtube tutorials. I
think by the end, I'll be much better at taking my own inspiration photo or scene and figuring out
how to paint it. I wasn't an absolute beginner when I started using this book, and I think I would
have needed a little bit more practice than just jumping into these projects at the beginning (but
you never know, maybe it would have worked). If you want to learn to paint loose watercolor
landscapes, I highly recommend this book!”

Gypsy E, “Yes, YOU can paint watercolor, too!. Kolbie is a talented, self-taught artist with a gift
for communicating concepts clearly and helpfully! As a new watercolor artist, I learned basic
fundamentals of watercolor in her book (and via her online demos.) Her coaching techniques
are solid, and she builds each lesson upon the previous... which makes it easy to learn the
process and the fundamentals!  I'm so glad to see her labor of love in book form!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Not my style. This book really isn't my style but I think others may like it.
Some of the paintings though are not that stellar. Some of her work is very nice - so it seems
inconsistant. I'm no professional artist but I would not be showcasing anything that looked like
some of the pictures. I know there's a fine line in art instruction books to show pretty but
ACCESSABLE drawings. I've been put off by books where the art was ridiculously complex and
no way a beginner could achieve. But sometimes the expectations are set a little too low. I did
glean some knowledge from this book however so I'm not disappointed that I bought it.”

Ms. R. PIKE, “Confidence Building!. I’ve wanted to get into watercolour painting for a while, but
hadn’t had the nerve to go for it. This book came up on my recommendations and I bought it on
a whim. I’m so glad I did. Each project in the book builds your skill set, and gives you confidence
to try different techniques. I’ve painted things I never thought I’d be able to. I’d give it more stars if



I could, and can’t wait until the second book - seascapes - comes out in April. I’ve pre-ordered it
already, based on how much I love this book! If you like this style of painting, go for it!”

Michelle, “Fantastic book for artists of all skill levels. I have been following Kolbie for years on
Instagram and have always admired her style, particularly when it comes to painting landscapes.
So when she announced that she was releasing a book I immediately preordered it! The book is
absolutely gorgeous and comes with a ton of techniques and beautiful projects projects. The
instructions are clear and concise and walk you through each of the projects very thoroughly.I
would highly recommend this to people of all skill levels. I myself have been painting for a few
years (though hardly an expert!) but I still found this book incredibly helpful and learned quite a
few new tricks!”

Leigh (The Spoonie Crafter), “A brilliant book for beginners or those wanting to improve. I love
this book!! I'm 4 tutorials in and they are so easy to follow with plenty of illustrations and helps
me create paintings I'm so proud of.”

Kara Leigh Ford Ceramics, “Accessible and BEAUTIFUL. I’ve been wanting to get into water
colours for a while now and I’m so glad I found this book. Kolbie describes everything so clearly
and the projects are just so beautiful! I’d recommend this book to anyone looking to try
watercolours or as inspiration for those already there.”

Sian Moore, “Very good book.. This is a very useful book that 8very easy to use. A great start
into watercolour.”

The book by Kolbie Blume has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 408 people have provided feedback.
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